No_ 5909 HEADPHONES

IMPECCABLE
PERFORMANCE
Mark Levinson’s world-class
engineers have designed the №5909 to
deliver reference-quality sound via
40mm beryllium-coated drivers
and high-resolution Bluetooth 5.1
connectivity. The №5909’s audio
performance meets the stringent
standards for Hi-Res Audio certification.

PRECISION TUNING
The №5909 sound profile has been
expertly tuned to the HARMAN Curve,
an acoustic response curve that achieved
the highest subjective scoring across
listening tests developed over decades
of research by HARMAN into listening
preferences and the science of acoustics.

CRYSTAL CLEAR CALLS
Hold conversations comfortably, in nearly
any environment. Four beam-steering
microphones with Smart Wind Adaption
prevent your voice from being muddled
by outside noise. Connect with family,
chat with friends, and hold business
calls – all in near-perfect clarity.

DESIGNED FOR TRAVEL
Dive deep into your music and block out
the noise as you travel. The Adaptive
Active Noise Cancellation technology
features three modes for premium
sound isolation, while the selectable
Ambient Aware mode allows situational
awareness. A hard-shell carrying case
discretely stores a complete assortment
of cables and accessories, including
USB charging cables, an airplane audio
adaptor and a microfiber polishing cloth.

DIFFERENTIATION
•	The first headphone that
implements Harman’s Headphone
Predictive Model Algorithm in the
manufacturing process for tight
adherence to the Harman Curve
•	Hi-Res Certified in both Passive and
Wireless Modes for high-end quality
at home or on the go
•	Best-in-class technology in a
luxurious ID: real-time adaptive ANC,
intelligent voice, ambient, voice
pass-thru, passive, direct digital,
and BT listening and head sensing
•	User-selectable bass contour
preferences based on scientific
research
•	iOS and Android Apps for user
flexibility and easy control

SPECIFICATIONS
• Hi-Res Audio certified:
» LDAC audio codec
»	Digital circuitry compatible with
24-bit/96kHz processing
» Acoustic response up to 40kHz
•	Expertly tuned 40mm Beryllium
coated drivers acoustically optimized
to the HARMAN Curve*
•	Bluetooth 5.1 with LDAC, AAC and
aptX™ Adaptive technologies
•	Adaptive Active Noise Cancellation
(ANC) with three modes
•	Ambient Aware mode for situational
awareness while on the go
•	Four-microphone voice array with
Smart Wind Adaption
•	Available colors include Pearl Black,
Ice Pewter, Radiant Red
*HARMAN Curve
The result of decades of studies into listening preferences
and the metrics of great sound, the HARMAN Curve is the
acoustic response curve that has achieved the highest
subjective scoring in blind listening tests. This pioneering
research, developed by Dr. Sean Olive, Senior Fellow at
HARMAN and Past President of the Audio Engineering
Society, was used in the development of the Mark Levinson
№5909 and has resulted in the incredible acoustic
performance of these headphones.
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